Red-edge excitation of fluorescence and dynamic properties of proteins and membranes.
In moderately polar and viscous solvents, the emission spectra of fluorophores often shift to longer wavelengths as the excitation wavelength is increased toward the long-wavelength (red) side of the absorption. Red shifts occur because long-wavelength excitation results in photoselection of those fluorophores which are interacting most strongly with the polar solvent molecules. The observation of excitation red shifts requires that these enhanced dipole-dipole interactions are maintained in the photoselected population during the lifetime of the excited state. Consequently, the magnitude of the excitation red shifts depends upon the dynamic properties of the environment surrounding the fluorophore, as well as upon the solvent polarity and the sensitivity of the fluorophore to the polarity of the solvent. We used this phenomenon to investigate the dynamic properties of reference solvents, model membranes, and the protein apomyoglobin labeled with 6-(p-toluidinyl)-2-naphthalenesulfonic acid (TNS). The spectral shifts and lifetime data indicate that red-edge excitation results in the selective excitation of "solvent-relaxed" fluorophores. By comparison of the data obtained for TNS in solvents and bound to the macromolecules, one may estimate the relaxation rate of the environment. This comparison indicates rapid spectral relaxation of TNS bound to lipid vesicles and a somewhat slower relaxation around TNS bound to the heme site of apomyoglobin.